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ABSTRACT

Statistical analysis of the text of document collections
has yielded, for information retrieval purposes, two
broad classes of output: word grouping and document
grouping. Associative indexing comes under the general
heading of word grouping; automatic classification
is a kind of document grouping. Document grouping and
word grouping, however, can be combined to give a
scheme of classification with more attractive features
than could be achieved with either document grouping or
word grouping alone.

A hierw'chical grouping program written by Joe H. Ward
of Lackland Air Force Base for use in classifying
personnel by skill and aptitude turns out to be nearly
ideal as a basis for a mixed document and word-grouping
approach. The program will derive four-or five-level
hierarchies from keyword lists drawn from 100 documents,
will position document numbers or other numbers in the
smallest subcategories, and is capable, with additional
routines, of extracting appropriate labels from the keyword
lists to describe the categories at all levels of the
hierarchy. Additionally, homograph separation occurs as
a natural outcome of the program's operation.
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SOME COMPROMISES BETWEEN WORD GROUPING

AND DOCUMENT GROUPING

Information retrieval technology in the 1950's was based largely on principles

of logic,* an emphasis that was perhaps a "logical" result of the emphasis on

use of computers in information retrieval. Computers are (above all) logical.
Then a well-known logician (1) said that logic was at least being grossly mis-

applied or was at worst nearly useless in the information retrieval field.

Jiuding by the interest in statistical approaches in general and associative

indexing in particular, the 1960's will see information retrieval based more

and more on principles of redundancy. This is more appropriate because, as
we are often so painfully aware, the literature is quite redundant and not very
logical.

Redundancy has the adverse connotations of undue length and repetition. It
is these very characteristics that make a statistical approach to text analysis

and retrieval both feasible and desirable. Undue length favors a statistical
approach becuase it increases the sample size and, needless to say, the world's
technical literature is unduly sizable as a sample. Repetition, of course,

gives us something to count, without which we would have no statistics; but
more important than that, selective repetition by authors can be a highly re-
liable clue to topic, as recognized by H. P. Luhn (2).

Document Grouping

Those who try to employ redundancy as a means of automatically generating an
organized structure giving us access to the literature do so in two general
ways--by document grouping and by word grouping. Document grouping was the

basis of library classification long before there were computers, and it is
expectable that the statistically orientated would try to duplicate by auto-

matic means what the librarian can do intellectually, because similarity of
word content in a group of documents implies similarity of topic. Of course,
documents or references thereto (titles, etc.) can be grouped in other ways
than by word content similarity; as examples, pe-Lmuted-title indexing groups
them alphabetically, and citation indexing groups according to author-implanted
cues. These approaches currently outrun the statistical approach in popularity
because, among other things, they are cheaper; neither method requires the
entire text of an article to be processed or additional intellectual work to
be done other than that done by the author himself.

*Mainly the principles of Boolean algebra.
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Bat we value the statistical approach, in spite of its current expense, not
only because costs are rapidly declining and will result inevitably in feasible
digital storage for e.ntire documents, but also because it is a whole technology,
whose applications to text analysis go beyond what we talk about here. As one
example of that, statistics can be shown to be a strong right arm for syntactic
analysis (3), and perhaps--eventually--for machine translation. This is so
because the redundancy in text manifests itself through the grouping of words
as well as through the grouping of documents.

Word Grouping

In my own work I have been preoccupied with word grouping (4). Others, such
as H. E. Stiles (5), have in effect used index-term grouping, which is equiva-
lent to word grouping, to improve the performance of literature-searching
systems. Words or terms can be grouped statistically as a result of their hig?
co-occurrence in the same documents as tags or keywords; when co-occurrence is
high, as measured by some statistic, we speak of the co-occurring words as being
strongly "associated." Both word grouping and document grouping spring from
the tendencies of many words to co-occur strongly.

Developments in statistical word association are proceeding along two paths.
The majority approach is that of Stiles, which is a modified coordination in-
dexing in which users formulate search requests and in which the machine acts
on those requests in such a way that the retrieved documents contain not only
the words specified by the request, but also words that are associated statisti-
cally to those in the request.

The second approach, which is still a rather small minority, is that in which
the computer is used to generate an "association map" as a printout or cathode-
ray tube display. The best way to visualize the difference between these two
approaches is by analogy to the difference between straight machine searching
of text and automatic indexing. In machine searching, one makes a request
that is fed into the machine as a criterion the machine can use in searching
for relevant references. In automatic indexing, the machine is used not as a
searching instrument but as an arranger of ref-rences that can be scanned in
printout form by the human eye0 In associative indexing, by analogy, the first
approach involves user specification of what the machine should look for and
the second approach generates a printout or display by which the user himself
can search0

The analogy here might ever extend to developmental history. Recent years have
seen a shift away from machine searching toward automatic indexing, especially
permuted-title indexing0 We might well be on the point of shifting from machine-
associational searching to machine-associative indexing0  I am assuming so, and
have for this reason habitually placed my eggs in that basket0
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Association maps can take on a bewildering variety of forms. The forms with
which I have become most familiar are shown in Figure 1; on the left is a map
hand-drawn from computer-generated statistical co-occurrence data, and on the
right is a "hierarchical map" generated from the same text as the map at left.
Both of these forms were first discussed in 1961 (6) and both are capable of
completely automatic generation from text. The map at left could be called a
"raw-association map," in that it faithfully reflects the most strongly co-
occurring word pairs in the corpus; the hierarchical map at right sacrifices
strong co-occurrences between words of roughly equal frequency for the sake of
better organization. The hierarchical effect is achieved by discriminating
against relating (linking) words of more or less equal frequency and by re-
lating words of high frequency* to words of lower frequency in a cascade of
categories and subcategories, as shown; since the words of high frequency apply
to a larger number of documents, it follows that these would be used to label
the larger categories. One can construct ad hoc statistical functions by which
one can bring about the desired discrimination against co-occurrences between
equally frequent words, The most effective one I have found so far is:

2c
1F b

i 2
%b/a 0 35) + 0.03

where a = the value of the higher frequency, b = the value of the lower fre-
quency and c = the frequency of co-occurrence of words a and b. The numerator's
purpose is to maximize F as documents with tokens of word b as tags or keywords
approach 100% inclusion in the larger set of documents having word a. The
denominator maximizes F as the ratio of the two frequencies, a and b, approaches
035; such a function would thereupon favor hierarchies having on the average
three subcategories per category The presence of the constant 0.03 in the
denominator is to prevent the function from approaching infinity.

Disadvantages of Pure Word or Document Grouping

The reason I now search for compromises between word grouping and document
grouping is that I have become aware of certain disadvantages to using either
approach in a pure way. Pure document grouping, for example, suffers from two
weaknesses:

*By "frequency" here we mean "number of documents having this word or tag,"
rather than "number of words." The author, in a previous article (4), has
defined this kind of frequency as "prevalence,"
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1) There is no obvious clear-cut way to represent the
groups of documents for perusal by literature searchers.
Grouping of titles in correspondence to the document groups
is not entirely adequate, because the similarities leading
to group formation may not be evident, and because a flock
of titles may contain too much information to characterize
whole groups, leading to cognitive strain for searchers who
would like to inspect numerous groups.

2) The organization of the groups themselves, though po-
tentially achievable automatically, may not be representable
in a scheme that can be followed by a searcher.

These faults would not seem important to those who take the viewpoint of
Maron (7) and others, which pictures "hetristics in document space" as a
means of machine retrieval of closely related documents. These workers
would not be inclined to emphasize representation for search by the human
eye.

Word grouping (association maps, hierarchical maps) has three weaknesses as
a pure approach:

1) Since the basic idea of an index based on word groups
is to find word clusters of interest or pertinence and to
proceed from such a cluster to references containing more
information about the documents whose co-occurring words
caused the cluster, it is important that word maps have
document numbers (or other indicators) positioned properly
on them. This proves difficult to do reliably by automatic
means.

2) Homographs are a problem in word-grouping techniques.
Though statistical separation of homographs has been shown
to be feasible by Stiles (8), it ordinarily would require
that an additional statistical technique be used along
with whatever is used for the word grouping. We would like
to find a statistical technique from which both word grouping
and homograph separation come in natural consequence.

3) Though word grouping (particularly the "hierarchical map")
suggests organization of something, the literature searcher
is given no sense of what it is that has been organized. A
map, in order for one to accept it as a meaningful entity,
ought to be a map "of something." An organized set of docu-
ment clusters, if it can be represented in a map-like way,
would have much more reality to a searcher because it would
be perceived as a map of the document collection.
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A Procedure Permitting Both Document and Word Grouping

I could not have expected that these grim doubts about either document grouping
or word grouping could be cleared up by a single computer program used in a
field quite remote from document retrieval. However, early in 1963 an article
by Ward and Hook (9) came to my attention that described a hierarchical grouping
procedure used by the United States Air Force in grouping aptitude profiles for
personnel assignment. I was fortunate enough to obtain the corresponding Fortran
II computer program, which was implemented and run on our Philco 2000, I used
this program, in effect, as a document grouping program.

As a natural outgrowth, perhaps, of my preferred orientation toward word grouping,
I found that one can superimpose a highly organized word pattern on the docu-
ment grouping pattern that the program generates, and that this superimposed word
pattern not only describes the document groups, but also overcomes the three weak-
nesses of a "pure word-grouping" approach.

I do not have the time or inclination to discuss the mathematical principles of
the grouping program, which are .described well enough in the Ward paper (9).
Adherents of this statistical approach spend much time arguing among themselves
as to whether this or that statistical technique is more appropriate, but those
who have a chance to compare them (10) often find that the difference in output
between one technique and another is not appreciable. Indeed, even if one tech-
nique led to a substantially different output than another, it would be hard to
say that one result was right and the other wrong. I have usually found that
selection of technique on purely mathematical grounds is appropriate only when
there is full and complete understanding of what the technique is supposed to
do; otherwise the only sensible thing to do is to base selection of technique
on an appraisal of the utility and quality of output. This can lead to the
choice of a completely ad hoc statistic with no foundatior in mathematical
theory, as in the case 7F the hierarchical map shown in Figure l1

Several runs of the Ward program were made, each having 100 twelve-word lists
as input. Each twelve-word list can be regarded as a list of index tags or
most-frequent content words of one document. The output, then, can be viewed
as the organization by similarity of a 100-document library° Three runs will
be described herein, one on 100 lists corresponding to reports on German affairs,
one on 100 lists corresponding to information retrieval papers, and 100 that
include 50 lists each from German affairs and physics collections.

Principle of Operation of Ward's Grouping Procedure

Before presenting the results of these computer runs, it is desirable to give
a non-mathematical description of how the program operates, Its objective is
to form groups whose members have maximal similarity to each other. In the runs
described above, it begins with 100 ungrouped lists or, it would be better to say,
100 groups having one member each. Each program "pass" forms one group of two
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members or more according to any of the following three rules:

1) Combine one list and another list to form a group of

two lists.

2) Add one list to a group of two or more lists.

3) Merge two groups of two or more lists.

Note that never more than two entities (lists or groups of lists) are combined
on a given pass; therefore any one pass diminishes the total number of groups
(remembering that we've designated ungrouped lists as "groups with one member
only") by one; and also, therefore, the total number of passes must be n-1 for
a collection of n lists. In other words, the program accepts n lists as input,
forms a new group (in accordance with the rules just given) in each of n-i
passes, and on the (n-l)th pass forms one large group consisting of all n lists.

There are, of course, a large number of paths that the program could follow
to reach the all-inclusive group at the (n-1)th pass. For example, for a col-
lection of four lists two possible paths exist if we think of the lists as indis-
tinguishable: 1) form two groups of two each and merge these to form a group
of four; or 2) form a group of two, add a third, and add a fourth. When we
introduce combinations, however (i.e., regard the lists as distinguishable and
count all possible ways of combining them), we find that the program has 18
possible paths by which to achieve the final group of four. On the first pass
it can form any of six possible groups of two. On the second pass it can--for
each of the six possible pairs--do three things: 1) group the two ungrouped
lists, 2) add one of the ungrouped lists to form a group of three, or 3) add
the other of the ungrouped lists to form a group of three. On the third pass
all roads lead to Rome, i.e., the final group of four.

As the number of items to )e grouped increases, the number of possible paths
the program is allowed to take increases enormously. According to an earlier
report of Ward's (11), for a group of five there are 180 possible paths, for
six, 2700, for seven, 56,700, and for eight, 1,587,600.

The essence of Ward's grouping procedure is that out of the (n__)_ 2

n( 2 n-l)

possible paths for n items, it selects some one pathway that will most quickly
bring together the items of greatest similarity. This selection is not as
difficult as it may seem. Each of the (n-i) iterations is involved in se-
lecting the total pathway, for on each program pass a group is formed such that
the following function is maximized:

F = A0(no-l) - AI(n 1-i) - A2 (n2 -1) - C
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In this function, no stands for the size of the group that is a candidate for

formation on a given pass. On the first pass n must equal 2. On later

passes the upper limit of n is the number of the pass plus one; the lower

limit, however, is always 2 except on the final pass, wherr n must equal n.0

The nI and n2 are the sizes of the groups to be merged on a given pass, and

their values are restricted by the relation no = n1 + n2, with a lower limit

of +1 for either or both.

A0 , A1, and A2 are the corresponding averae similarities for the groups,
which we define as A = nx-1-/2 , n in this case being the group size and

x being some measure of the similarity of two of the items (in the case of

the word lists used in this study, x was simply the number of words that two

lists have in common). The summation of x includes all combinations of the

n items taken two at a time. C is an arbitrary constant usually set at the

maximum possible A value.

The above function, F, acts in effect as a threshold, being set at its highest
achievable value at the beginning of the first pass. Highest achievable
value means here that only items identical in all respects could be formed
into groups. If all n items of a collection were identical to each other,
the threshold F need never be lowered. But in that case, of course, there
would be no point in forming groups.

In a typical collection of complex items, no two of which are identical, the
program lowers the value of threshold F until two items are found similar
enough to each other to constitute the "most similar pair in the collection."
After the first pair is formed, the role of F becomes more complicated--and
correspondingly more difficult to describe. For a comprehensive mathematical
explanation, one should consult the Ward article (9). I have described the
function to thi extent only for the benefit of those who might want to con-
struct their own grouping algorithm without having to decipher what in some
cases might prove to be unfamiliar mathematical notation.

It will suffice for the purposes of this paper to state that F's role is to
select at any given pass that group which has the most satisfying blend of
similarity and homogeneity. The Ward program contains an alternative mode in
which groups are formed solely on maximum average similarity; however my ex-
perience with this mode has convinced me that better classification is achieved
(for my material, at least) in the mode that maximizes F, rather than average
similarity of the next-to-be-formed group (i.e., A0 ). Close scrutiny of F will
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show the reader that a candidate for group formation is penalized to the ex-
tent that the average similarity of the new group differs from the average
similarities of the component groups. This has the result that on many passes
groups are formed whose A values are substantially less than the maximum
possible on those passes.

Intuitive Explanation of the Ward Procedure

The practical significance of the grouping procedure described can be better
understood if we think about the problems involved in grouping common ob-
jects in terms of their attributes. Suppose, for example, that we apply the
three rules given at the beginning of this section to forming groups from
four objects: a plum, a walnut, a flowerpot, and a jar of mustard. Without
splitting too many hairs on the question of specifying their attributes, it
might seems reasonable to group the walnut and the plum first because they
are both small, edible, tree-grown objects; furthermore, even without a
knowledge of biology we suspect that they have many more things in common
than we could perceive with the eye.

The next question is what to do on the second pass. There are two things
that can be done. One (grouping the flowerpot with the plum and the walnut)
appears unreasonable, since the flowerpot has practically nothing in common
with either of the other two. The jar of mustard, however, can either be
grouped with the flowerpot (because it is a non-metallic container, which
just happens to contain mustard), or it can be grouped with the walnut and
the plum (because it has in common with them the quality of being partly
edible--the edible part being likewise derived primarily from vegetable
sources,

Which of the above choices we would make depends on which attributes are of
greatest interest to us. For example, if we were running a store we would
unquestionably want to group the edibles, whereas if we were in the trans-
portation business we would tend to group jars of mustard with flower pots
because they present fewer problems in handling than do the perishable walnuts
and plums.

Coming now to the world of document retrieval, how would we want to group
books about walnuts, plums, flowerpots, and jars of mustard? Of course, a
lot depends here on the aspects of these four subjects that are being dis-
cussed--for example, plums can be discussed as crops or as plants (under
biology or botany). It is to be noted, however, that since jars of mustard
and flowerpots are finished products, it is somewhat more difficult to think
of any book that might treat them in a scientific (i.e., natural science)
light, whereas any book "all about walnuts" or "all about plums" would of
necessity have to begin with a biological discussion. From a librarian's
viewpoint, then, it might be logical to group a book "all about jars of
mustard" with similar books under the topic "manufacturing." A book all
about flowerpots would probably also be found under the "manufacturing" heading,
though not specifically in the area of food processing.
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Fortunately, in the area of statistical methods of classification, we don't
(yet) have to worry about such hard intellectual choices as the above librarian
might have to make; at this point, we have nothing better than the simple and
somewhat comfortable hypothesis that documents containing similar quantities
of roughly the same words must be on roughly the same topic. This makes it
quite easy for us to decide how we want things to be grouped.

In particular, it was easy for me to decide by what criteria I wished to
group the twelve-word lists (described above )--group lists according to the
number of words held in common. Let us assume that, based on a word count of
books about walnuts, plums, flowerpots, and Jars of mustard, I have derived*
the following twelve-word lists:

1) WALNUT 2) PLUM 3) CLAY 4) MUSTARD
TREE FRUIT PLANT SEED
NUT SPECIES POT BOTTLING
HULL TREE MOLD BLEND
SPECIES PLANT FIRE SPICE
WOOD COLOR POTTERY VINEGAR
SHELL GROW DRY PROCESS
LUMBER BLOSSOM COLOR FLOUR
KERNEL SOIL HEAT SPREAD
BLACK PRUNE HORTICULTURE FLAVOR
CROPS PIT HOME SANDWICH
SOIL HYBRID FLOWER SHARPNESS

One now notes that lists 1) and 2) have three words in common ("tree," "soil,"
and "species"), and that lists 2) and 3) have two words in common ("plant" and
"color"). List 4) has no words in common with any of the others.

The outcome of our grouping procedure would be that the first program pass
would group lists 1) and 2). The second pass has no choice but to put list
3) in with 1) and 2), since each of the other two grouping possibilities would
involve list 4), which has nothing in common with any other list.

Note that grouping on the basis of "words in common" gives us a grouping that
we have already decided (above) was unreasonable on intuitive grounds, namely,
to group flowerpot with plum and walnut. These sample word lists were fabri-
cated deliberately, not only to illustrate the basic principle by which the
lists are grouped, but also to illustrate the apparent weaknesses of the method.
We enumerate and discuss these apparent weaknesses in terms of the above sample
lists:

*With some assistance from the Encyclopedia Britannica.
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A. Word Choices Can Accidentally Relate Documents on Dissimilar
Topics. Let us suppose that word list 2) had the word "flower"
rather than "blossom," and that (with somewhat greater emphasis
on the production of prunes) the word "dry" appeared on the list.
We would now have the situation in which lists 2) and 3) would
have four words in common, leading to the most unlikely initial
grouping of all--plum and flowerpot. Can we permit such subtle
shifts in vocabulary and emphasis to have such drastic effects on
the outcome of the classification? As we shall eventually see,
such inappropriate groupings become less and less likely as 1)
the size of the document collection increases, 2) the topical
spectrum narrows, and 3) the amount of information (about each
document) that is used in grouping is enlarged--i.e., list length
is increased.

B. Ties in Number of Words in Common Lead to Instability.
Let us assume that lists 2) and 3) had three words in common.
Now there is a tie between lists 1) and 3) in their similarity
to list 2). In such a case, which group would be formed first,
2) and 3), or 1) and 2)? Since a computer program, unless
suitable provision were made, would have no way to decide this
issue except through comparison of similarity as we have defined
it, a typical program would simply choose the first pair in-
spected. In other words, we can affect the program's classi-
fication simply by physically rearranging the order in which the
lists are input. Such instabilities have actually been observed
in the computer runs to be described in this paper, but it is
not at all clear that this instability is related in any way to
the quality or usefulness of the output. We are perhaps uncom-
fortable with the thought that such instability could lead to
many alternative classifications, and that somehow there ought
to be only one organization inherent in the document collection.
It remains to be seen whether such a viewpoint is really necessary.

C. Raw Lists of Words Oait Semantic Information Which Ought to
Affect the Classification. Two important kinds of information
omitted would be homography-resolving information and relation-
ship indicators (showing which words on a list are related to
each other, and how). An example of both imagined deficiencies
is found in the word "plant." In list 2) the word in relation
to plums actually refers to the verb "to plant." In list 3)
the word is a noun, describing what the flowerpot is to contain,
although as far as the information given on the list is con-
cerned, it could be referring to a "plant that manufactures
pottery." It could even have both usages in the text of the
parent document. The answers to these arguments (tentative
answers, admittedly) are that statistical separation of homo-
graphs has been shown to occur (8,12), and that relationship
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indicators--however useful they might be to a user consulting
a classification scheme--do not contribute enough information
to affect the outcome of the classification significantly.
From an information-theory viewpoint, the bulk of the infor-
mational bits are contributed by the choices of the words
themselves.

Automatic Assignment of Labels to Groups

Four sample word lists have been used in showing the most elementary principles
of the Ward grouping procedure, as well as its most apparent possible deficien-
cies in grouping of word lists. Given that appropriate groups can be formed by
such a program, what more can be done? One question is: if we can derive a
classification through such statistical procedures, can we also derive labels
for the various groups? The answer is that we can, and the mechanism is shown
in Figure 2. Six objects are pictured along with their six corresponding attri-
bute lists. The purpose of the diagram is to illustrate that words can be
drawn automatically from the attribute lists to give adequate descriptions of
the groups, i.e., to describe which common attributes have been most influential
in leading to the formation of each group.

The groups of Figure 2 were derived via the same considerations of list simi-
larity that we have already used. The first program pass groups "nail" and
"screw," whose lists have five common attributes. On subsequent passes we
must lower threshold F to permit the formation of groups of more and more dis-
similarity and heterogeneity. On the second pass, "safety pin" and "belt
buckle," having four attributes in common, are combined.

On the third pass different things happen, depending on whether one uses the
maximum-F or the maximum-A mode of Ward's program. Since I've chosen to use
the maximum-F mode, I'll discuss the third pass in those terms. "Poker chip"
and "circular cam," having only 2 attributes in common, are paired, whereas
the formation of the group of four consisting of "nail," "screw," "safety pin,"
and "belt buckle," with an average of 3.5 attributes in common, is delayed till
the fourth pass; the penalty for reduction of homogeneity, which formation of
the group entails, outweighs its lead in average similarity, as may be seen by
calculating and comparing values of F for the possible groupings on the third
pass. The fifth pass has only one choice, formation of the final group of
six.

After the groups are formed, by what rules can we assign labels? Ideally, for
any group we would like to select a label that described all and only the members
of that group. Our first-formed pair, "nail" and "screw,l-have the attributes
"long" and "headed," which apply to them alone. Each of the other groups of two
have at least one such attribute. (In deciding how to specify attributes, I
artibrarily distinguished between "cylindrical" and "circular" so that the former
could be used to pertain to cross section of structural members and the latter
to pertain to gross form.) The group of four has two attributes, "pointed" and
"cylindrical," present on all four lists, but not present elsewhere.
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i ME 7A ILLIC (5//6)

S POINTED,

F_ CYLINDRICALI

SAFE- BE LT POKER CIRCULAR
NAIL SCREW PIN BUCKLE CHIP CAM

LONG LONG HINGED Htt1I CE D FLAT FLAT
CYLINDRICAL CYLINDRICAL POINTED F [A-VT CIRCULAR CIRCULAR
POINTED POINTED METALLIC M[ET.ALLIC PLASTIC METALLIC
HEADED HEADED CYLINDRICAL C:YLINIDRICA L GROOVED SMOOTH
SMOOTH GROOVED U-SHAPED P'o01INTED SYMBOLIC EYED
METALLIC METALLIC EYED RIE K-ANGULAR BALANCED UNBALANCED

CATEGORIES BASED ON CO.DfA01N ATTRIBUTES

Figure 2. Derivation off Category Labels.
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As we ascend upward in the hierarchy, we find some tendency for the attributes
to be used up as labels for the smallest categories. There is no attribute,
therefore, that perfectly describes the group as a whole. The closest we can
come to perfection is "metallic," which describes five out of six of the ob-
jects. If the number of objects is increased to the point that five or six
levels are generated in the hierarchy, we must either increase the number of
attributes per object or else accept group descriptors that do not apply to
every group member, or that apply to objects not part of the group. Figure 3
shows a close-up view of the grouping pattern involving seven out of the 100
12-word lists on German affairs, and even though each of the corresponding
reports might be said to have "twelve attributes," there are still not many
satisfactory choices of labels. The only "perfect descriptor" in Figure 3 is
the word "toll," which describes the three members of that group and no outside
member.

The notation alongside each label specifies to what extent, if any, the label
is not a perfect descriptor of the group. Thus, "allied" describes only 5 out
of 8 of the lists in that group (one member of which is not shown ), and also
describes an additional list at some remote location in the hierarchy; the
total number of "allied" tokens is outside of the parentheses, and the fraction
of lists described by "allied" is within the parentheses.

As can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the hierarchy* for all 100 reports,
there are in general four or five levels; this accounts for part of the diffi-
culty. But also, there is less similarity--on the average--between these
lists, even with 12 attributes, than there is between lists in Figure 2.

From a pragmatic viewpoint, a reasonable degree of imperfection of description
may not be a serious deficiency. As is well understood in the document re-
trieval field, there are explicit index tags for a document and there are
implicit tags--tags that might well have been chosen to describe the document
but were not. Implicit descriptors, unfortunately, are one reason why relevant
documents are missed in a search, and this is why people are so interested
these days in associative indexing. Thus, though the word "allied" pertains
to only five out of eight documents in its group, one can sense that for the
documents not tagged by "allied," which--as is seen from Figure 3--are about
the various tensions involving East Germany and Berlin, it is reasonable to
regard "allied" as one of the implicit tags for those documents. That we
should retrieve documents relevant to the term "allied," but not actually
bearing the term as a tag, is the whole point of associative indexing. We
must take care, of course, not to stretch the "implicit tag" viewpoint too
far.

*The smallest categories generally contain two or three--seldom more than
four--lists.
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EAST GERMANY (33/37)49

e GROUP LABEL ALLIED (5/8)6

F -BONN (4/6) 14 -1

F (3/3)9 (3/3)

#1,5 081 #95 #23 0J24 087 #75

0W. BERLIN OE. GERMANY BUNDESTAG SOVIET W. GERMANY BERLIN 0 BORDER
ORETALIATION REGIME W. GERMANY COMMISSIONER GOVERNMENT BARGE CONTROL

W. GERMANY HARASS PROTEST PUSHKIN TRANSPORT STOLL E. BERLIN
REARMAMENT TRAFFIC SALLIED ME. GERMANY MINISTRY SE. GERMANY CURRENCY
W. EUROPE SALLIED INTELLIGENCE STRUCK NEGOTIATION RETALIATION CUSTOMS

SALLIED ACCESS INTERROGATION STOLL STRUCK e BONN VIOLATE
APRIL OW. BERLIN REFUGEE W. GERMANY STOLL SHIPMENT SQUADRIPARTITE

SE. GERMANY RESISTANCE 0W. BERLIN DE FACTO SE. GERMANY STEEL BERLIN
CHARGE CONTROL GERMANY RECOGNITION DEMAND NEGOTIATION SALLIED
SPY ORETALIATION SBONN POSITION *BONN W. BERLIN MOVEMENT
THREATEN W. GERMANY OPPOSITION RETALIATION RECOGNITION WATERWAY GERMANY
BLOCKADE SBONN U.S.A. EMBARGO BERLIN GERMANY COMMUNIST

Figure 3. Extent to Which Lists Contain Group Labels.
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SOVIET GERMANY GERMANY FRANCE

COMMUNIST ALLIED DEFENSE
r NEGOTIATION

EAST ULBRICHT, QUADRIPARTITE, I
BERLIN OPPOSITION BORDER NUCLEAR

MILITARY, SOVIET ECONOMIC
TRAINING BONN EOOI

EUROPE WEST POLAND, FORCES, REGIMEi[.- l i PROJECT,
GERMANY EAST GERMANY WN. BERLIN, TRUCK OBSTACLE

GERMANY POLICY RETALIATION TOLL
I KHRUS'HCHEV T-54 TRO'O•IBP I IIBERLIN WEST BUNDESTAG TRADEAUSTRIA 1954' ... I ENCY EUROPE

ALLIANCE ANNUAL, REDUCE rC Y1

HUNGARY ODER- FALL, TROOPS LOAN I TRETY DLE

RUMANIA NEISSE WINTER CONTROL GOVERNMENT GOVERNMENT
rW INVITATION, GOVERNMENT

REARMAMENT .RAA.B SATELLITE GEE FORCESSECURITY I I AGRICULTURE REPRESSION HARASS, SOVIET ADENAUER PARIS

CZECH OFFICIAL WESTLN
ER-7COALITION TRTY,

WARSAW, YUGOSLAV, STUDENT, CHURCH, SOCIAL ART
NATO DECLARATION INTELLECTUAL, EVANGELICAL DEMOCRATIC RATIFICATION,

ELECTION ACCORD

Figure 4. Classification Scheme for 100 Articles
Based on Application of Ward's Grouping Program.
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The other kind of labelling imperfection--that a given tag describes members
outside of the group as well as in it--is even less serious, and in fact may
be regarded as not an imperfection at all under conditions of adequate system
design. In Figure 4 some words, such as "Soviet," describe several categories
and subcategories in different parts of the hierarchy; an alphabetical index
of the hierarchy's labels can permit a thorough search of groups described
by "Soviet," if such is desired, and could even reference individual documents.

It is in this multiple usage of the same word as a label that we find the
homograph-separation power of the Ward grouping procedure. In the third of
the three computer runs enumerated earlier, 50 lists in the field of physics
and 50 in the field of German affairs were pooled as input to the program.
In each field there was substantial usage of the words "satellite" and "force,"
which are homographs in the true sense of the word. For "satellite" all of
the German affairs items used the word to mean "vassal state of the U.S.S.R."
All of the physics items used it to mean "man-made earth-circling object."
The Ward program not only yielded a perfect separation of reports containing
the variant meanings of both "satellite" and "force," but also began the 99th
pass with two groups of 50 each--pure physics and pure non-physics.

When one peruses the similarity matrix for all of the lists, however, the
clean-cut separation of the two subjects hardly seems miraculous. That half
of the matrix describing similarities between individual physics documents
and individual German affairs documents contains mostly zeroes. There is a
small percentage of document pairs having a similarity of one. When these
are looked up they turn out to be tagged by either "force" or "satellite."
So there is nothing mysterious about statistical separation of homographs.
The reports containing the word "force," in the physical sense, naturally
have words in common like "nucleus," "electron," "magnetic," "field," and
"charge," and are therefore naturally grouped together by the Ward procedure.

The results of the second run--on 100 lists corresponding to documents in
information retrieval--were not so satisfactory as the results for the German
reports or for the mixed library just described, chiefly because no words
adequately described the largest categories (as in the case of the four major
categories of Figure 4). This result is expectable whenever the subject
matter in a document collection is too diverse. Another reason for dissatis-
faction is vocabulary. A typical structure from the IR hierarchy is:

lW[ fool I.. ---I - *I m*
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INDEX

Word Search

entry document system language

begin order retrieval abbreviate artificial symbol

generation English property

Alongside of hierarchies containing such crisp words as "Bundestag,"
"troops," "Khrushchev," "Hungary," and "rearmament," structures such as the
above would not seem to shed much light on the organization of the literature
in the information retrieval field. I have often contended that the greatest
difficulty in retrieving information would be found in information retrieval's
own documentation. Nevertheless, even in an area as semantically fuzzy as
IR there is great reason for optimism if statistically processed material is
touched up with an appropriate amount of post-editing (13).

Earlier in this paper we listed five weaknesses of pure word-grouping and
pure document-grouping. It may be evident after the preceding discussion
that the Ward grouping procedure is one approach which, with further develop-
ment, offers great promise of overcoming these weaknesses. It permits:

1) Terse and reasonably accurate labelling of groups of all
sizes.

2) Intricate and meaningful organization of groups in relation
to each other.

3) Optimum positioning of references to individual documents
in a network of descriptive words.

4) Homograph separation and aspect coordination as natural
outcomes of the grouping and labelling procedures.

5) A scheme or map that is more easily comprehensible as a
result of being analogous to something which is--or could
be--a physical arrangement of objects.

I
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